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Welcome to the Q2 2019 SAMTL Economic and Financial Outlook. 
We at SAMTL Group continue to critically review key advances in the 
global and local economy, and try as best as possible to provide a guide 
for the upcoming period.

Despite the global growth in 2018 remaining close to post 2008 global 
economic crisis highs, in Q1 2019 global expansion is weakening 
and at a rate that is slightly faster than expected. It continues to lose 
momentum, in the midst of heightened policy uncertainty, persistent 
trade tensions and ongoing declines in business and consumer’s 
confidence.

The United States economy slowed noticeably in Q4 2018. The UK 
economy appears to have grown meagerly in Q1 2019 against a backdrop 
of heightened Brexit uncertainty. The Eurozone economy remains 
gloomy in Q1 2019 with heightened uncertainty over Brexit and tariffs 
on the automobile industry. China’s policy support appears to have 
shored up economic growth at Q1 2019, with investment growth, 
especially property investment, accelerating in January–February 2019 
and retail sales stabilizing in the same period. Growth in the Sub-
Saharan Africa is seen picking up for a third year in a row in Q1 2019, 
as Nigeria’s recovery gathers pace and Angola exits from a three-year 
recession.

Global Crude oil Prices could rally gradually over the course of the year, 
if the OPEC Countries and their partners such as Russia agree to more 
production cuts in April, and if U.S. sanctions on Iran and Venezuela 
lead to tightening global crude supply.

The key sources of risk to the global growth are the outcome of trade 
negotiations and the direction financial conditions will take in upcoming 
months.

The 2019 general election have been concluded with the incumbent APC 
retaining the presidency. A smooth transition is expected. 

The Nigerian economy is expected to gain momentum in 2019 on the 
back of stronger household consumption and fixed investment growth 
and we at SAMTL are committed to provide guidance for our clients 
by digging out investment options that can and will not only preserve 
capital but guaranty good returns.

Post-Election Prospects looking 
bright.

Friday Omayebu

MD/CEO

Sterling Asset Management & 
Trustees Limited(SAMTL)

Editor’s Note

Friday.omayebu@
sterlingassetng.com
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Investors’ take away
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• Equities rebound from MTN’s expected listing.

• Inflation steadily declining.

• Oil prices going higher

• Interest rate are declining 

• FDI are steadily returning

• MPC rate to decline

• Stable crude oil production.

 

• Trade tensions.

• Advanced Financial market.

• US-China trade conflict morphs into a full blown global trade war.

• Emerging markets debt crisis.  

• US corporate debt burden turns downward into a recession.

• China suffers a disorderly and prolonged economic downturn.

Macroeconomic scorecard (Q1 2019)

Potential risk
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Macroeconomic and Financial Outlook  H1 2019

 Outlook Scenario

World Economy & Markets

• US Fed continues to hold rate

• Balance in demand and supply of crude oil.

• Crude Oil price continue to climb

• Emerging economy grow at a moderate pace.

Nigeria

• CBN continues to support FX market

• Swift approval of 2019 Budget.

• Reproachment from militant hold steady.

World Economy & Markets

• Crude oil demand exceeding supply driving oil prices high.

• US and China negotiating a positive deal..

• Average crude oil price hits $80 pb. 

Nigeria

• New policies implemented to favour economy.

• Increase in OPEC production quota.

• Inflation rate continues to decline at a slower pace.

World Economy & Markets

•  Escalation of trade war between US and China.

•  Brexit uncertainty continues to impact Euroarea.

Nigeria

• Heightened clashes between heardsmen and farmers. 

• Reproach from Niger Delta militant restarts.

SCENARIO 1: Moderate growth - 30% probability

SCENARIO 2: Strong growth - 50% probability

SCENARIO 3 Slow Growth - 20% probability



Attractive interest rates
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Global Economy | Global economy to slow down in 2019.

Despite the global growth in 2018 remained close to post-crisis highs, in 
Q1 2019 global expansion weakened at a rate slightly faster than expected. 
It continues to lose momentum, in the midst of heightened policy 
uncertainty, persistent trade tensions and ongoing declines in business 
and consumer’s confidence.  Although, the financial markets in advanced 
economies appeared to be disconnected from trade tensions for much of 
2018, the two have become intertwined in Q1 2019, tightening financial 
conditions and escalating the risks to global growth.

Furthermore, leading indicators suggest that near-term trade prospects are 
weak. Survey indicators of new export orders remain low in China and 
continue to decline in Europe and many Asian economies.

Global inflation rose from 2.4% in January to 2.3% in February 2019. 
However, disinflationary pressures are mainly stemming from weak global 
economic growth, while subdued price pressures in China which is a 
key driver of global commodity prices are also helping global inflation. 
Moreover, the exchange rate of the world’s main economies against the 
USD were broadly stable in recent weeks.

Global Economy
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Figure 1: Global Growth Forecast (%) 2017- 2020P

Source: IMF: World Economic Outlook, Jan., 2019.
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GLOBAL ECONOMY

Global economic growth is expected to slow in 2019. This is mostly due 
to trade wars and tighter monetary policy. However, the global economy is 
seen benefiting from tight labor markets, still accommodative monetary and 
policy stimulus in some countries like China.

The global economy is projected to expand 2.9% in 2019, down 0.1 
percentage points from last month’s forecast. For 2020, the global economy 
is projected to grow 2.9% again.

United States | Economic Growth expected to slow down in 2019

The United States economy slowed noticeably in Q4 2018 on softer 
consumer spending; declining federal outlays partly due to the government 
shutdown and residential investment; and a weak external sector. Solid 
labour market outcomes and supportive financial conditions continue to 
underpin household incomes and spending, but higher tariffs have begun to 
add to business costs and prices, and the growth of business investment and 
exports has moderated. 

Focusing on Q1 2019, available data indicates a further weakening. Weak 
payroll gains in February, together with shutdown effects and tepid retail 
sales data in January, augur poorly for private consumption. Moreover, a 
weak housing market may cause residential investment to keep contracting, 
and Fed Chair Powell recently noted that business investment is also seen 
slowing in the quarter. Turning to trade talks, negotiators for both China 
and the U.S. now hope to reach an agreement by the end of April, though 

Weak payroll gains 
in February, together 
with shutdown effects 
and tepid retail sales 
data in January, augur 
poorly for private 
consumption. 
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Figure 2: United States Projected GDP Growth (%) 2017- 2020P

Source: IMF: World Economic Outlook, Jan., 2018.
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GLOBAL ECONOMY

progress could be stalled by enforcement issues. 

Overall US inflation softened. Total yearly inflation stood at 1.6% y-o-y 
in January 2019, compared to 1.9% y-o-y in December and 2.2% in 
November 2018, indicating a clear downward trend as it marks the fourth 
consecutive month of decline. The manufacturing PMI retracted to stand 
at 54.2 in February, compared to 56.6, in January 2019. The important 
index for the services sector improved to 59.7 in February, compared to 
56.7 in January 2019 and 58.0 in December 2018.

At its March 19-20, 2019 monetary policy meeting, the Federal Reserve’s 
Open Market Committee (FOMC) collectively voted to maintain its 
target range for the federal funds rate at 2.25%–2.50%. Aside from the 
widely expected rate decision, the March policy meeting was particularly 
noteworthy because FOMC members signaled they now expected no more 
rate hikes this year, confirming a dovish shift that started at its December 
meeting after coming under pressure from tumbling markets. Moreover, 
after hinting at doing so in January, the Fed confirmed in March it was 
tapering off its program of balance sheet reduction and planned to end 
the program by September 2019. Together, these moves represented a 
dramatic U-turn in Fed policy, reflecting a lower global growth outlook 
and significantly weakening domestic momentum.

Growth is seen to be slowing down in 2019 in the midst of strong 
headwinds. Despite a likely halt to Fed rate hikes, notably weaker global 
growth and the fading of the fiscal stimulus could dampen momentum. 
Besides, trade tensions with China though likely to abate will fuel 
uncertainty at least until H2. An elevated fiscal deficit and high corporate 
debt also cloud the outlook. 

According to IMF,  the US Growth is expected to decline to 2.5% in 2019 
and soften further to 1.8% in 2020 with the unwinding of fiscal stimulus 
and as the federal funds rate temporarily overshoots the neutral rate of 
interest. Nevertheless, the projected pace of expansion is above the US 
economy’s estimated potential growth rate in both years. Strong domestic 
demand growth will support rising imports and contribute to a widening 
of the US current account deficit.

United Kingdom | Brexit uncertainty to impact on growth

The UK economy appears to have grown meagerly in Q1 against 
a backdrop of heightened Brexit uncertainty, with the services and 
manufacturing PMIs hovering only slightly in expansionary territory in 
the first two months of 2019 amid soft new orders. More positively, in 
the three months to January employment surged, the unemployment rate 
dipped, and wage growth remained at a multi-year high. The strong labor 
market supported private consumption in Q1, as suggested by healthy 

Despite a likely halt to 
Fed rate hikes, notably 
weaker global growth 
and the fading of the 
fiscal stimulus could 
dampen momentum.
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retail sales growth in January and February. 

Moreover, on the political scene, the EU recently agreed to delay Brexit 
until April 12, 2019, although there is still no clarity over the final outcome 
of the process. Earlier in March 2019, the chancellor presented his Spring 
Statement, highlighting stronger-than-expected public finances and 
suggesting a looser fiscal stance if the UK leaves the EU with a deal.

At its meeting ending on 20 March, 2019 the Monetary Policy Committee 
(MPC) of the Bank of England (BoE) voted unanimously to keep the Bank 
Rate unchanged at 0.75%. The Bank was also in full agreement to maintain 
the stock of investment-grade corporate bond purchases at GBP 10 billion 
and to maintain the total stock of UK government bond purchases at GBP 
435 billion, financed by the issuance of Central Bank reserves. All decisions 
were in line with market expectations

The outlook for 2019 centers on the outcome of Brexit; leaving the 
EU with a deal, or remaining in the EU, would likely unleash pent-up 
investment and boost consumer sentiment, while leaving with no deal could 
cause a serious economic shock. It would prolong uncertainty and thus 
continue to hamper investment.

Furthermore, GDP growth for 2019 estimate remains at 1.4%, unchanged 
from the previous year. However, the Brexit development will be the most 
influential factor and the current uncertainty is likely to have a negative 

The outlook for 2019 
centers on the outcome 
of Brexit; leaving the 
EU with a deal, or 
remaining in the EU, 
would likely unleash 
pent-up investment 
and boost consumer 
sentiment, while 
leaving with no deal 
could cause a serious 
economic shock. .
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Figure 3: United Kingdom Projected GDP Growth (%) 2017-2020P

Source: IMF: World Economic Outlook, Jan., 2019.
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GLOBAL ECONOMY

impact on the UK’s economic growth this year.

Euro Area |Growth expected to decline at a moderate rate

The Eurozone economy remains somber in Q1 2019 with heightened 
uncertainty over Brexit and tariffs on the automobile industry, recent signs 
have emerged of a tentative stabilization. Retail sales jumped in January 
and the unemployment rate held at a multi-year low, boding well for 
household spending. Meanwhile, the low oil prices should keep inflation 
and the import bill in check. 

Furthermore, while economic sentiment continued to fall in February, the 
pace of decline moderated significantly. The manufacturing PMI slumped 
in March 2019, suggesting that the sector is still reeling from a slowing 
global economy and a bruised car sector.    

On March 7, 2019, the ebbing economic momentum across the Eurozone 
pushed the European Central Bank (ECB) to rethink its monetary policy. 
Policymakers left interest rates at record-low levels with the refinancing 
rate at 0.00%, the marginal lending rate at 0.25% and deposit facility rate 
at minus 0.40% but modified their forward guidance and introduced new 
stimulus intended to put a floor on the recent cool-off. Accordingly, they 
also lowered their growth forecasts for the currency bloc and now see full-
year growth at 1.1%, 1.6% and 1.5% between now and 2021 (previously: 
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Figure 4: Euro Area Projected GDP Growth (%) 2017-2020P

Source: IMF: World Economic Outlook, Jan., 2019.

Retail sales jumped 
in January and the 
unemployment rate 
held at a multi-year 
low, boding well for 
household spending.
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1.7%, 1.7% and 1.5%).

Moreover, the Eurozone’s growth outlook was cut for a fifth consecutive 
month on the back of a disappointing 2018 and ongoing woes in the 
manufacturing sector. Risks to activity linger from automobile tariffs, 
political uncertainty and sluggish global demand. However, a tightening 
labor market, contained inflation and accommodative monetary policy 
should provide some relief.

Growth in the euro area is set to moderate from 1.8% in 2018 to 1.6% in 
2019 (0.3 lower than projected last fall) and 1.7% in 2020. Growth rates 
have been marked down for many Eurozone economies. For instance, 
Germany due to soft private consumption, weak industrial production 
following the introduction of revised auto emission standards, and subdued 
foreign demand, Italy due to weak domestic demand and higher borrowing 
costs as sovereign yields remain elevated and France due to the negative 
impact of street protests and industrial action.

Japan | Expected to grow at moderate rate

The Japanese growth was weak in Q1 2019 despite a confirmed rebound 
in economic activity in 84 2018.The average manufacturing PMI hit an 
over two-year low in Q1 2019, as nominal exports contracted for the third 
consecutive month in February amid an economic slowdown in China. 

The Bank of Japan (BoJ) board members at its 14–15 March, 2019 
meeting, decided in a seven-to-two vote to keep its monetary policy 
unchanged, in line with market analysts’ expectations. The BoJ kept the 
short-term policy rate applied to current account balances held by financial 
institutions at the Bank at minus 0.10%. 10-year Japanese government 
bond (JGB) yields were capped at around 0%, albeit with some elasticity 
which will allow the yields to move upwards and downwards to some 
extent. Moreover, the Bank will continue to purchase JGBs at a pace of 
about JPY 80 trillion (USD 720 billion) per year in a flexible manner. 
Regarding asset purchases other than JGB, the board unanimously 
decided to purchase exchange-traded funds (ETFs) and Japanese real estate 
investment trusts (J-REITS) at an annual pace of about JPY 6 trillion 
and JPY 90 billion yen, respectively. Similarly, the Bank’s purchases of 
commercial paper and corporate bonds were kept unchanged at about JPY 
2.2 trillion yen and JPY 3.2 trillion yen per year.

Furthermore, consumer confidence deteriorated noticeably at the beginning 
of the year, which does not foretell well for private consumption this year, 
while machinery orders a leading indicator for investment in the coming 
three to six months contracted for the third period in a row in January. 
In light of recent developments, the Japanese government downgraded its 
assessment of the economy for the first time in three years on March 20, 
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2019. This could prompt Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to take action ahead 
of the election in the upper house, which is to be held this July 2019.

Intense consumer spending ahead of the planned sales tax hike in October 
WEO and a recovery in gross fixed investment partially due to works 
related to the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games—will shore up economic 
growth this year. On the downside, the economy will feel the pinch of 
weak global demand, especially from China and Europe.

Japan’s economy is set to grow by 1.1% in 2019 (0.2 percentage point 
higher than in the October). This revision mainly reflects additional fiscal 
support to the economy this year, including measures to mitigate the 
effects of the planned consumption tax rate increase in October. Growth 
is projected to moderate to 0.5% in 2020 (0.2 percentage point higher 
than in the October 2018 WEO) following the implementation of the 
mitigating measures

China | Financial regulatory tightening and trade tensions to 
impact growth

China’s policy support appears to have shored up economic growth at Q1 
2019, with investment growth, especially property investment, accelerating 
in January–February 2019 and retail sales stabilizing in the same period. 
Industrial production growth, however, slowed to a multi-year low in 
the first two months of the year, mostly due to subdued global demand. 
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Figure 5: Japan Projected GDP Growth (%) 2015- 2019P

Source: IMF: World Economic Outlook, Jan., 2019.
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Against a backdrop of struggling domestic growth and external headwinds, 
the government slightly lowered its GDP growth target for this year at the 
National People’s Congress (NPC). 

At the same event, the top-leadership signaled a more accommodative fiscal 
policy for this year and unveiled a series of tax cuts in order to support 
the economy. In terms of policy action, along with announcing reforms 
to state-owned enterprises, the NPC approved a new investment law in an 
attempt to placate the U.S. as trade negotiations continue.

On February 29, 2019, the People’s Bank of China (PBOC) announced 
a cut to the reserve requirement ratio (RRR) for the second time since 
October 2015. Effective March 1, the PBOC reduced the RRR for large 
banks by 50 basis points to 17.00%, while the RRR for smaller institutions 
was lowered to 15.00%. With this move, monetary authorities expect to 
inject around CNY 700 billion (USD 108 billion) into the financial system 
while also signaling that monetary policy conditions will remain soft in the 
foreseeable future.

Furthermore, domestic vulnerabilities, a global export downcycle and 
authorities’ efforts to transition towards a more sustainable economic model 
will lead the China’s economy to decelerate this year. China’s economic 
outlook will be shaped by a potential trade deal with the United States, the 
scale of policy easing and a sharp downturn in the property sector. 

Despite fiscal stimulus that offsets some of the impact of higher US tariffs, 
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China’s economy will slow down due to the combined influence of needed 
financial regulatory tightening and trade tensions with the United States. 
The economy is expected to grow at 6.2% in 2019, before decelerating 
further to 6.0% in 2020.

India | Benefiting from lower oil prices and a slower pace of 
monetary tightening

India’s economic growth slowed in the latter part of 2018 on a weaker 
expansion in private consumption owing to tighter financial conditions. 
However, fixed investment increased at a faster rate while export growth 
accelerated and import growth decelerated. The differing export and 
import dynamics can somewhat be attributed to the large currency 
depreciation, followed by the announcement of new import restrictions on 
some goods, in the immediate run-up to the quarter.

Turning to the Q1 2019, India’s economy grew at a steady pace, with 
survey data for the private-sector economy pointing to robust growth in 
both the manufacturing and tertiary sectors through February. Meanwhile, 
India’s electoral commission announced the upcoming general election will 
run from 11 April till 19 May, with the final vote count due on 23 May 
2019.

On February 9, 2019, the Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI) Monetary Policy 
Committee (MPC) cut all monetary policy rates by 0.25 percentage 
points at its meeting. The repo rate was therefore decreased to 6.25%, 
the marginal standing facility to 6.50% and the reverse repurchase rate to 
6.00%. The MPC also officially changed its monetary policy stance from 
December’s “calibrated tightening”, which was supposed to rule out a rate 
cut, to “neutral”. This meeting was the first presided over by Governor 
Shaktikanta Das, who took up office on 10 December after his predecessor, 
Urjit Patel, resigned following pressure from the government to ease 
monetary policy.

Furthermore, economic momentum is expected to remain steady next fiscal 
year, which starts in April. Robust government spending should support 
growth, as could a possible sustained lull in oil prices and greater political 
certainty following the elections. Nevertheless, weak public finances and 
global trade protectionism both weigh on prospects. 

Overall, India’s 
economy is poised 
to pick up in 2019, 
benefiting from lower 
oil prices and a slower 
pace of monetary 
tightening than 
previously expected, 
as inflation pressures 
ease.
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Overall, India’s economy is poised to pick up in 2019, benefiting from 
lower oil prices and a slower pace of monetary tightening than previously 
expected, as inflation pressures ease. GDP growth is expected to be 7.3% in 
FY 2019 and 7.3% again in FY 2020.

Sub-Saharan Africa | Recovery set to strengthen

Growth in the Sub-Saharan Africa is seen picking up for a third year in a 
row in Q1 2019, as Nigeria’s recovery gathers pace and Angola exits from 
a three-year recession. Moreover, modest growth in South Africa should 
also lend support to economic activity. Higher capital spending internally, 
coupled with a favorable price outlook for energy-exporters, are seen driving 
the overall expansion in this region.

Furthermore, inflation in Sub-Saharan Africa remained unchanged at 
January’s 8.4% in February 2019, mostly reflecting softer food inflation 
in countries like Angola and Nigeria offsetting increased price pressures in 
Ghana and Uganda. Looking ahead, inflationary pressures are seen receding 
thanks to exchange rate stability and central banks’ relative aggressive 
stance.

Besides, moderating inflationary pressures in some countries like Ghana 
and Angola led central bankers to cut policy rates back in January. Going 
forward, an easing of monetary policy is expected overall in the midst of a 
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Figure 7: Sub-Saharan Africa Growth Forecast (%) 2015-2019P

Source: IMF: World Economic Outlook, Jan., 2019.

Looking ahead, 
inflationary pressures 
are seen receding 
thanks to exchange 
rate stability and 
central banks’ relative 
aggressive stance.
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sustained declining trend in inflation, although will still remain relatively 
tight in countries like Angola, Ghana and Nigeria.

Angola, at its meeting on January 25, 2019, the Monetary Policy 
Committee (MPC) of the National Bank of Angola (Banco Nacional de 
Angola, BNA) lowered the key policy rate by 75 basis points to 15.75%. 
While Ghana at its three-day meeting concluding also on January 25, 
2019, the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) of the Bank of Ghana 
(BOG) cut its policy rate by 100 basis points to a five-year low of 16.00%.

Furthermore, Nigeria at its March 25- 26, 2019 meeting, the Monetary 
Policy Committee (MPC) of the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) cut the 
monetary policy rate from a record-high of 14.00%, which had remained 
in place since July 2016, to 13.50%.

However, currencies across the region remained broadly stable in recent 
weeks. The Ghanaian cedi, however, was a notable exception, depreciating 
sharply amid investors’ loss of appetite for the country’s bonds following 
the unexpected policy rate cut in January. Most currencies are expected to 
depreciate this year, albeit at a weaker pace than that experienced in 2018.

According to IMF, GDP growth is expected to pick up from 2.9% in 
2018 to 3.5% in 2019, and 3.6% in 2020. For both years the projection 
is 0.3 percentage point lower than last October’s projection, as softening 

Top Economies in Africa in 2018

Egypt 8.2%
US$1.13 trillion 

Ethiopia 8.2%
US$199.3 billion

Kenya 5.9%
US$163.3 billion

Algeria2.5%
US$630.5 billion 

Nigeria
1.9%

US$1.121 trillion 

South Africa
1.7%
US$765.5 billion 

Angola
-0.7%

US$197.9 billion 

* Real GDP Growth (2018); Nominal GDP (2017)

* Nominal GDP based on PPP

Nigeria: Economic Outlook
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oil prices have caused downward revisions for Angola and Nigeria. The 
headline numbers for the region mask significant variation in performance, 
with over one-third of sub-Saharan economies expected to grow above 5% 
in 2019–20.

Crude Oil | Oscillating prices to continue

The Crude oil markets started the year 2019 on a positive note with a 
rebound in January, gaining more than 3%, or $1.80 (m-o-m), to average 
$58.74/b. This improvement over the month was sustained by tightening 
crude supply as well as firm crude oil demand, particularly from Asia 
Pacific.

In January 2019, Brent Crude was on average higher by $2.57, or 4.4%, 
m-o-m at $60.24/b, while WTI rose m-o-m by $2.57, or 5.2%, to average 
$51.55/b. In this period, OPEC crude oil production decreased by 797 tb/d 
to average 30.81 mb/d.

According to the OPEC report, the 2019 world oil demand growth was 
revised lower by 0.05 mb/d and is now forecast at 1.24 mb/d, this was a 
result of downward revisions to the economic outlook for major economies. 
Early data in January showed that non-OPEC supply, decreased by 0.23 
mb/d m-o-m to average 68.52 mb/d, higher by 2.86 mb/d y-o-y. Hence, 
indicating that the global oil supply decreased in January 2019 by 1.03 
mb/d m-o-m to average 99.32 mb/d.

Furthermore, in February 2019 for the second-consecutive month, 
the crude oil price improved by about 9%, or $5.09 m-o-m to average 
$63.83/b. This came a result of a strong crude oil demand for March as well 
as concerns about tightening oil supply in the coming months amid rising 
unplanned outages due to technical and geopolitical factors.

Oil prices also were supported by a more stable oil market, which was aided 
by the start of OPEC and nonOPEC production adjustment in January 
and tightening supply from several regions. Hence, Market sentiments 
continued to improve in February, given the high conformity levels of the 
countries participating in the “Declaration of Cooperation”. 

On the other hand, higher US crude oil exports, refinery turnarounds in 
several regions, and low refining margins, as well as concerns about slowing 
global economic growth, limited gains.

Prices could rally gradually over the course of the year, if the OPEC 
Countries and their partners such as Russia agree to more production cuts 
in April, and if U.S. sanctions on Iran and Venezuela lead to tightening 
global crude supply.

Oil prices also were 
supported by a more 
stable oil market, 
which was aided by 
the start of OPEC and 
nonOPEC production 
adjustment in January 
and tightening supply 
from several regions.
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The major producers, led by OPEC, will meet on April 17-18, 2019 in 
Vienna to review their supply cuts, as agreed in December 2018 to help 
avoid an unwelcome build-up in global inventory that threatened to 
undermine the oil price.

Although sanctions on Iran and Venezuela will tighten overall supply, both 
countries have reduced their production and export levels rapidly in 2018, 
which may implies that potential further declines will not be as intense and 
the impact on oil markets will not be as significant as it was last year.

For the rest of 2019, analysts forecast Brent crude oil futures to average 
$66.44 a barrel in 2019, slightly below the $67.32 projected in January. 
That also compares with the $62 average for the global benchmark this 
year. A slowdown in growth is very much a risk, but demand is not likely to 
fall as a result.

In addition, U.S. output is another strong barrier for oil price gains this 
year, specifically as U.S domestic crude inventories rose to it highest in over 
a year and production has hit a record high. The poll forecast U.S. light 
crude will average $58.18 per barrel in 2019, down from January’s $59.43 
projection. 

Figure 8: Oil Prices for Brent & WTI 2017- 2019  

Source: OPEC
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For 2019, the key sources of risk to the global growth are the outcome of trade negotiations 
and the direction financial conditions will take in upcoming months. If the difference between 
countries are resolved without further raising distortive trade barriers and the market sentiment 
recovers, then improved confidence and easier financial conditions could strengthen each other 
to lift growth above the baseline forecast. However, the balance of risks remains tilted to the 
downside, as in the October 2018 World Economic Outlook.

Key Global Risks

RISK DESCRIPTION IMPACT

1 Trade 
tensions

• The November 30 signing of the US-Mexico-
Canada free trade agreement (USMCA) to 
replace NAFTA, 

• The December 1 US-China announcement of a 
90-day “truce” on tariff increases, and

• The announced reduction in Chinese tariffs on 
US car imports 

These are welcome steps toward de-escalating 
trade frictions, however, final outcomes remain, 
subject to a possibly difficult negotiation process 
in the case of the US-China dispute and domestic 
ratification processes for the USMCA

Global trade, investment, and 
output remain under threat from 
policy uncertainty, as well as from 
other ongoing trade tensions

Failure to resolve differences and a 
resulting increase in tariff barriers 
would lead to higher costs of 
imported intermediate and capital 
goods and higher final goods prices 
for consumers.

In the long term, higher trade 
policy uncertainty and concerns 
over escalation and retaliation 
would lower business investment, 
disrupt supply chains, and slow 
productivity growth. 

The resulting depressed outlook for 
corporate profitability could dent 
financial market sentiment and 
further dampen growth 

2 Financial 
market 
sentiment

Escalating trade tensions, together with concerns 
about Italian fiscal policy, worries regarding 
several emerging markets

Toward the end of the year, US government 
shutdown contributed to equity price declines 
during the second half of 2018.

A range of catalysing events in key 
systemic economies could spark a 
broader deterioration in investor 
sentiment and a sudden, sharp 
repricing of assets amid elevated 
debt burdens. 

Global growth would likely fall short 
of the baseline projection if any 
such events were to materialize 
and trigger a generalized risk-off 
episode. 

3 A US-China 
trade conflict 
morphs into 
a full blown 
global trade 
war

China and the US have started negotiations to 
resolve the current trade dispute, and the US 
government has decided to suspend further 
increases in tariffs on US$200bn-worth of Chinese 
goods.

While this will avoid an escalation in tensions 
for now, a full-blown trade war between the US 
and China remains a significant risk to the global 
economy 

Global trade could actually decline, 
with major knock-on effects for 
inflation, business sentiment, 
consumer sentiment and, 
ultimately, global economic growth.
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4 Broad-based 
emerging-
markets 
crisis

Many emerging markets suffered currency 
volatility in 2018, primarily as a result of US 
monetary tightening and the strengthening US 
dollar.

Market sentiment remains fragile, and pressure 
on emerging markets as a group could re-emerge 
if market risk appetite deteriorates further than 
currently expected.

In a few instances, a combination of factors, 
including external imbalances, political instability 
and poor policymaking, led to full-blown currency 
crises.

Capital outflows from emerging 
markets could become more 
indiscriminate and severe, forcing 
countries with external imbalances 
to make painful adjustments, with 
the most vulnerable falling deep 
into crisis. 

Emerging-market GDP growth 
would fall sharply as a result, 
weighing on the global economy.  

5 US corporate 
debt burden 
turns 
downturn 
into a 
recession

Fuelled by a prolonged period of ultra-low interest 
rates, corporate debt as a percentage of GDP 
has surged to just under 47%, higher than the 
previous peak during the global financial crisis in 
2008-09. 

The quality of this debt has fallen, with over 
half of US corporate debt rated BBB—the lowest 
investment grade—and about 60% of loans were 
issued without maintenance covenants in 2018.

A downturn could lead to an 
increasing number of firms cutting 
investment and hiring, while 
also struggling to meet debt 
repayments, as their profits decline 
and as ratings agency downgrades 
lead investors to withdraw funding 
to corporates. 

A US recession would greatly 
exacerbate a global slowdown, with 
countries affected by declining US 
demand for goods and weakening 
investment.   

6 China suffers 
a disorderly 
and 
prolonged 
economic 
downturn

In China, a shift towards looser macroeconomic 
policy settings is under way as a result of the 
escalating trade conflict with the US.

The authorities would make every effort to 
prevent a funding crunch in any bank, even a hint 
of banking sector distress could cause problems, 
given the boom in debt over recent years.

There is a risk that, in the 
government’s efforts to support the 
economy, policy missteps will be 
made

Resolving these issues, could prove 
challenging, forcing the economy 
into a sudden downturn particularly 
as the trade conflict with the US 
also weighs on economic activity, 

This, in turn, would have a 
detrimental effect on other 
economies that had benefited from 
the earlier Chinese-driven boom in 
commodity prices. 

In addition, given the growing 
dependence of Western 
manufacturers and retailers 
on demand in China and other 
emerging markets, a disorderly 
slump in Chinese growth would 
have a severe global impact far 
more than would have been the 
case in earlier decades.
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7 Supply 
shortages lead 
to a globally 
damaging oil-
price spike

Market fears of oil-supply shortages have eased 
since the US granted six-month sanction waivers 
to eight of the key purchasers of Iranian oil in 
December 2018.

Along with higher output from Saudi Arabia and 
Russia, and global growth concerns, this has 
caused the price of dated Brent Blend to fall to 
close to US$60/barrel, compared with highs of 
over US$80/b in September 2018.

The risk of major supply disruptions 
remains if the US manage to crack 
down efficiently on Iran’s “ghost 
tankers” and also strike deals with 
other importers to switch their 
supplier bases away from Iran once 
the waivers have expired.

Iran’s oil exports could drop well 
below the 1.2m barrels/day that we 
currently expect in 2019-20.

As spare production capacity is 
used up to cover Iranian cuts, it 
will become more difficult to cover 
a sudden and sizeable cut to supply 
elsewhere.

As a result, prices could soar to 
well above the US$80/b seen in 
2018, with producers unable to 
increase output sufficiently to put 
a lid on price rises. Such a scenario 
would push up inflation and weigh 
on global growth.

8 Cyber-attacks 
and data 
integrity 
concerns cripple 
large parts of 
the internet

Revelations of major data breaches across a 
range of social media, and the use of that data 
for propaganda, are likely to see social media 
companies facing tighter regulation in the coming 
years

There is a risk that the frequency 
and severity of cyber attacks 
on government will increase to 
the extent that corporate and 
government networks could be 
brought down or manipulated for 
an extended period.

Recent data breaches and cyber-
attacks could well be part of 
wider efforts by state actors to 
develop the ability to cripple rival 
governments and economies, and 
include efforts to either damage 
physical infrastructure or gain 
access to sensitive information as 
a means to influence democratic 
processes.

These breaches of security have 
shaken consumer faith in the 
security of the internet and 
threaten to put at risk billions of 
dollars of daily transactions and 
have a severe impact on economic 
growth.
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The 2019 Presidential, Gubernatorial and Legislators elections has been 
concluded. The Presidential elections was held on February 23, 2019. The 
Incumbent President Muhammadu Buhari  of the All Progressives Congress 
(APC) beat his main rival, former Vice-President Atiku Abubakar of the 
People’s Democratic Party (PDP), in the presidential election, securing 56% 
of the votes compared to Abubakar’s 41%.  Moreover, the governorship 
election was held on March 9, 2019 in 29 of Nigeria’s 36 states with some 
previously inconclusive elections in some states such as Rivers, Kano, 
Plateau etc.

The polls was a closely contested affair majorly between the All Progressives 
Congress (APC)  and the People’s Democratic Party (PDP). The 2019 
general election was underpinned by low turnout nationwide, monetary 
inducement, intimidation by military and political thugs among others. In 
terms of states won by the two main candidates in the presidential election, 
the fault lines on Nigeria’s electoral map looked little changed from the 
last presidential contest in 2015. The north and most of the west remained 
undisputable APC territory, whereas the PDP held strong in a constellation 
of vote-rich southern states and won a narrow lead in the east. Six states 
swung; two were claimed by the APC and four were gained for the PDP. 
Overall President Buhari won a majority in 19 states and his opponent 
was first choice in 18, compared with a ratio of 21 to 16 in the 2015 
presidential poll.

Different from 2015, when the then incumbent president, Goodluck 
Jonathan, came up against President Buhari, who was then in opposition, 
both candidates in the February 2019 election were from the northern 
part of Nigeria, both were also Muslim and ethnic Fulani. This could have 
been to the advantage of Alhaji Abubakar, who in theory had an opening 
to claw votes away from his opponent in the north and simultaneously tap 
the traditional PDP heartlands in the south. And he indeed fared better 
in the north than Goodluck Jonathan did, but the defeat was still large in 
populated states such as Bauchi, Borno, Kano and Katsina.

Counting on the south for votes also ended up being a strategic slipup for 
the PDP, as voter turnout in that region was low . Turnout was depressed 
nationwide, with just 35% of registered voters casting ballots, compared 
with 44% in 2015. Partly this can be explained by a week-long delay to the 
election declared at the last minute by the Independent National Electoral 

Nigeria’s Economic 
 Outlook

The north and most 
of the west remained 
disputable APC 
territory, whereas the 
PDP held strong in a 
constellation of vote-
rich southern states 
and won a narrow lead 
in the east.
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2019 ELECTION RESULT
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Commission (INEC) on February 16 2019, the original election date. But 
turnout in most southern states was below the national average, whereas 
most northern and western ones exceeded it. Pre-election violence, such as 
in Rivers state, which had a turnout of just 18%, could be a contributing 
factor to the low turnout.

However, Alhaji Abubakar intends to dispute the result of the election 
in court, although the margin of victory for President Buhari limits the 
possibility of overturning the result. Foreign and local observers also 
had no fundamental problems with how the election was conducted 
on the day, hurting his case and ability to build momentum. Although 
President Buhari seems safe in that respect, there are still concerning aspects 
to the election and his next term in office. Pre-election violence, the week-
long delay and irregularities during polling itself show that the INEC still 
has obvious shortcomings as an electoral body. 

Furthermore, low turnout also indicates a weak mandate, particularly in the 
restive southern region. Attacks on oil facilities have shown that militant 
groups based there are willing and able to bring crude exports to a trickle, 
and are likely to prove troublesome over the next four years. Generally, the 
ongoing, distinctive geographical split in Nigeria’s electoral landscape is a 
worrying sign for democracy in a fragile state. All of this foretells badly for 
the country’s unity moving forwards.

Nevertheless, the outlook for the economy over the next 4 years is positive 
as President Buhari’s victory hints policy stability. It is expected that the 
administration will continue to invest in infrastructure, sustain its welfare 
scheme, reinforce the drive to substitute imports for local production, and 
retain its intervention programs across the Agriculture, Power and SMEs, 
by building on its Economic Recovery and Growth Plan (ERGP).

GDP

Nigeria’s recovery gained a hold in the final quarter of 2018, with growth 
accelerating to an over three-year high. According to data released by the 
National Bureau of Statistics (NBS), GDP expanded 2.4% annually in Q4, 
well above Q3’s 1.8% increase. The acceleration was driven by the non-oil 
segment of the economy, while momentum within the oil sector remained 
weak. For the year as a whole, growth came in at 1.9%, picking up notably 
from the 0.8% expansion logged in 2017.

Growth in the non-oil sector of the economy accelerated in the fourth 
quarter, coming in at 2.7% annually (Q3: +2.3% yoy) and reflecting 
faster growth in the three major sectors. Activity in the agricultural sector 
picked up compared to Q3, mainly thanks to higher crop production. 
Similarly, the services sector gained steam, with growth hitting a multi-year 

Nevertheless, the 
outlook for the 
economy over the 
next 4 years is positive 
as President Buhari’s 
victory hints policy 
stability.
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high in Q4 largely on the back of buoyant activity in the information and 
communication industries. Moreover, industrial output rebounded from the 
previous quarter, owing to stronger gains in manufacturing production.

On the other hand, the energy sector continued to contract in the fourth 
quarter, although at a weaker pace than in Q3. Activity in the oil sector 
fell 1.6% over the same period last year, after tumbling 2.9% in Q3. Oil 
production which accounts for the lion’s share of the overall mining and 
quarrying sector output—declined from 1.94 million barrels per day 
(mbpd) in Q3 to 1.91 mbpd in Q4 which, coupled with easing global oil 
prices throughout the quarter, weighed on the overall figure.

Meanwhile, data points to a slight loss of momentum at the start of the 
year, after economic growth hit an over three-year high in the final quarter 
of 2018. The PMI fell for the third month in a row in February which, 
coupled with a less upbeat outlook among firms in the same month, hint at 
reduced private sector dynamism in Q1 2019.

The Nigerian economy is expected to gain momentum in 2019 on the back 
of stronger household consumption and fixed investment growth. Although 
healthy oil production will continue to support growth, lower crude prices 
represent a key downside risk to the outlook, as it can both dent vital 
foreign exchange earnings and place public finances under more strain. 
GDP is expected to increase by 2.3% in 2019, which is unchanged from 
last month’s estimate, and 2.8% in 2020.
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The Nigerian economy 
is expected to gain 
momentum in 
2019 on the back of 
stronger household 
consumption and fixed 
investment growth. 
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Inflation

Consumer prices rose 0.73% on a month-on-month basis in February, 
2019 slightly below January’s 0.74% increase. The slight moderation was 
mainly driven by a softer increase in food prices. 

Inflation ticked down from 11.4% in January to 11.3% in February. As a 
result, it moved closer down to the Central Bank’s target range of 6.0%–
9.0%.

Meanwhile, core consumer prices, which exclude volatile agricultural 
produce, rose 0.65% month-on-month in February, well below January’s 
0.81% increase. Core inflation ticked down to 9.8% in February (January: 
9.9%).

Inflation is expected inflation to average 11.8% in 2019, which is 
unchanged from last month’s forecast. In 2020, inflation is seen averaging 
11.8%.

Capital Inflow and Outflow

Capital importation into Nigeria in Q4 2018 was $2,140.08 million 
representing a decrease of 25.05% compared to Q3 2018 and 60.24% 
decrease compared to the Q4 of 2017. Likewise, the total value of capital 
importation into Nigeria in FY 2018  increase to $16,812.47 million from 
$12,228.57 million in FY 2017. This represents 37.49% growth YoY. 

Figure 12: Inflation Rate (%)  Jan 2018. - Feb. 2019

Source: NBS, SAMTL RESEARCH
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The largest amount of capital importation by type was received through 
Portfolio investment, which accounted for 70.20% ($11.8bn) of total 
capital importation, followed by Other Investment, which accounted for 
22.69% ($3.8bn) of total capital, and then Foreign Direct Investment FDI, 
which accounted for 7.11% ($1.2bn) of total capital imported in 2018.

However, by sector, capital importation by shares, which is closely related 
to Equity investment (FDI and Portfolio Investment) dominated 2018 
reaching $10.4bn of the total capital Importation in 2018.  The United 
Kingdom emerged as the top source of capital investment in Nigeria in 
2018 with $6.9bn. This accounted for 35.74% of the total capital inflow in 
2018.

Foreign Trade 

At the end of Q4 2018, Nigeria’s total foreign trade grew to N8.6 billion 
from of N9.1 billion recorded in the third quarter, total trade in Q4 2018 
was lower by 5.1%. The total export component of this trade was recorded 
at N5.7 billion, representing an increase of 3.5% over Q3, 2018 and 28.5% 
over Q4, 2017. 

The import component of foreign trade was N3.3bn in Q4 2018 showing 
a decrease of 15.0% compared to Q3, 2018, but an increase of 69.6% 

Period Total Transaction (N'Bn) Foreign Inflow (N'Bn) Foreign Outflow (N'Bn) Foreign (%)
Jan-18 394.44 91.75 74.64 42.18

Feb-18 212.05 44.89 38.33 39.25
Mar-18 272.48 69.71 62.5 48.52
Apr-18 212.23 64.28 58.25 57.74
May-18 318.27 62.06 130.89 60.62

Jun-18 187.79 47.96 54.45 54.54
Jul-18 146.07 19.83 16.34 24.76
Aug-18 133.84 36.66 34.31 53.03
Sep-18 130.2 40.55 43.78 64.77
Oct-18 121.45 40.82 42.66 68.73
Nov-18 149.72 34.97 49.39 56.35
Dec-18 125.86 22.97 37.11 47.73
2018 YTD 2404.4 576.45 642.65 50.87
2017 YTD 2542.9 772.25 435.31 47.49

 Portfolio inflow and Outflow
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when compared with the corresponding quarter in 2017.  The increase in 
export value and decrease in import value (relative to Q3 2018) resulted 
in a favorable trade balance of N1.4 trillion, or 125.5% over the preceding 
quarter. 

At the end 2018, Nigeria recorded a total trade value of N32.7trillion, 
representing 39.3% increase over the corresponding period in 2017. The 
volume of total foreign trade in 2018 was the highest recorded since 2014, 
nearly double pre-recession levels.

Money Market & Fixed Income

The fixed income market analysis for the month of February 2019 shows 
a net outflow of N1.95trn, compared with a net outflow of N924bn 
in January. The major outflows in February were the Open Market 
Operations (OMO) and Repurchase (REPO) Bills of N2.95trn, CBN’s 
Foreign Exchange Sale of N1.03trn, Primary NTBs of N269bn and the 
FGN Bond auction of N150bn. 

Meanwhile, in January, the major outflows were the OMO and REPO of 
N2.73trn, CBN’s Foreign Exchange Sale of N499bn, Primary NTBs of 
N481bn and the FGN Bond auction of N117bn. The major inflows in 
February were the matured OMO and REPO Bills of N1.87trn, matured 
NTBs of N269bn, and the Federation Account Allocation Committee 
(FAAC)’s injection of about N315bn. 

The major inflows in January were the matured OMO and REPO Bills of 
N1.92trn, matured NTBs of N639bn, and the FAAC’s injection of about 
N329bn. 

Figure 16: Treasury Bills Rate June 2018 - March 2019. Figure 17: Bonds Yield June 2018 - March 2019.

Source: CBN
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At the NTBs auction, average yield on the 91-Day decreased marginally 
to 11.24% in the month of February, compared with 11.27% recorded 
in January 2019. The average 182-Day NTB was down marginally to 
14.14%, from 14.17% in January. The average 364- Day NTB yield stood 
at 17.18% in February from 17.41% in January. 

The average Nigerian Interbank Offered Rate (NIBOR) was also down in 
February compared with January. The average 30-day, 90-day and 180-
day NIBOR decreased to 11.93%, 12.77% and 14.70% respectively in 
February 2019, down from 14.79%, 13.74% and 15.19% in January. 

Monetary Policy

In March 25- 26, 2019 meeting, the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) 
of the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) cut the monetary policy rate from 
a record-high of 14.00%, which had remained in place since July 2016, to 
13.50%. However, the committee left all other monetary policy parameters 
unchanged, with the uneven corridor remaining at plus 200 and minus 500 
basis points around the monetary policy rate, the liquidity ratio at 30.00% 
and the cash reserve ratio at 22.50%.

Notably, the MPC was not unanimous in its decision, with only 6 out of 
the 11 members voting in favor of lowering the policy rate. The Central 
Bank’s decision signaled a new direction for monetary policy, which 
had previously been held tight to curb stubbornly-high inflation. In the 
accompanying statement, the CBN acknowledged that inflation has 
moderated steadily and that upside risks to the outlook persist; however, 
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they specified that these are mostly due to external factors removed from the 
domain of monetary policy. 

In addition, the Central Bank explained that there is the need to signal a 
new direction that is pro-growth to support the lackluster economy given 
the relative stability in the key macroeconomic variables, Remarkably, a 
recent upsurge in capital inflows into Nigeria following the reduction of 
uncertainty with the end of the presidential election and an improvement in 
the oil sector have helped support the naira and allowed the Central Bank 
the space to ease rates, at least for now.

Furthermore, the Central Bank struck a more accommodative tone than 
previous statements, stating that “it is imperative that monetary policy 
should explore the next steps necessary for enhancing growth, reducing 
unemployment and diversifying the base of the economy.” This suggests 
that the Central Bank may enter an easing cycle to support growth, if 
macroeconomic data continues to play out as expected.

Moreover, the CBN Governor Godwin Emefiele office term is scheduled 
to end in June 2019; it is currently uncertain whether he will be granted 
a second term and, if not, how his possible replacement would affect the 
course of monetary policy in Nigeria.

Equities Market 

The Nigerian Stock Exchange All Share Index (NSE ASI) appreciated 
by 3.81% in February 2019 (an appreciation of 4.38% in US Dollar) to 
close at 31,721.76 points. However, despite the release of impressive full 
year results from Dangote Cement (with a dividend per share of N16.00) 
and Zenith Bank (final dividend of N2.50), there was some profit-taking 
towards the end of the month. Year-to Date (YTD), the Index recorded 
an appreciation of 0.93%. Similarly, the market capitalisation recorded 
a M-o-M gain of 3.81% (a gain of 4.38% in US Dollar) to close at 
N11.83trn (US$32.77bn). It has been noted that some investors are still 
adopting a cautious approach due to the polity. 

An increased activity in the equity market was observed in February. 
The volume of stocks increased by 26.41% to 7.89bn in February 
2019. Diamond Bank Plc (1.01bn), UBA Plc (698.58mn), Transcorp 
Plc (698.04mn), Zenith Bank Plc (686.01mn), and Access Bank Plc 
(631.26mn) were the five most highly traded stocks in February.  Similarly, 
the value of stocks traded on the NSE in February increased by 56.07% to 
N93.02bn, from N59.60bn in January. 

All the NSE Sectoral Indices appreciated in February, except the NSE 
Industrial Index. The NSE Industrial Index recorded a M-o-M depreciation 
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of 2.76%. The NSE Insurance Index recorded the highest M-o-M 
appreciation of 8.92%, with a YTD appreciation of 5.37%, followed by 
the NSE Banking Index with a M-o-M appreciation of 5.68% and a YTD 
appreciation of 3.05%. The increase in the Banking Index can mainly be 
attributable to the increase in share prices of UBA Plc. (9.56%), Zenith 
Bank Plc. (6.22%) and GTBank Plc. (5.68%).
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Unit Trust Schemes 

This is a type trust where the beneficiaries (called unit holders) each 
possess a certain share (called units) and can direct the trustee to pay 
money to them out of  the trust property according to the number of  
units they possess. A unit trust is a vehicle for collective investment

According to Cambridge dictionary, Unit Trust is defined as “a service 
where financial experts invest the money of  many people in many 
different companies”

In a more simple term, Unit Trust is a form of  mutual investment 
which allows investors with similar investment aims to put their funds 
together and afterwards invest in a portfolio of  securities or other 
assets that would be of  beneficial interest to the investors. 

A seasoned Fund Manager then invests the funds into any of  the asset 
classes that are allowed by the governing document of  the scheme. 
The governing document is known as the trust deed. Asset classes may 

Trustees
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be properties, stocks Bonds, money market and deposits etc. 

UNIT TRUST HOLDERS are individuals or investors that invests 
in the unit trust scheme. They are usually investors that do not have 
time or lack the requisite professional skills to manage their funds.

Unit Trust Scheme gives investors exposure to a wide array of  
investment in variety of  asset classes which they would not have had 
access to if  they are not part of  the scheme.

ADVANTAGES OF UNIT TRUST INVESTMENT

Affordable: most unit trust schemes are low priced and within the 
reach of  not only high income earners but also low income earners. 
Most unit trust schemes in Nigeria are priced as low as =N=100per 
unit.

Ease And Convenience: by investing in a unit trust scheme an investor 
is removing a huge burden from himself  and he will be handing over 
the management of  his investment to professionals, he does not have 
to be up to date on market trends and happenings which means having 
superior knowledge of  the dealings of  the complicated financial 
markets of  today.

Diversification: by investing in a unit trust scheme an investor is not 
putting all his ‘eggs in one basket’. The funds under a unit trust scheme 
are invested in various asset classes as permitted by the trust deed 
in specified ratios. This means that unit trust schemes are safe from 
volatility in the market i.e., fluctuation in stock prices.

Professional Fund Managers: unit trust schemes are administered by 
well-seasoned professionals with the requisite technical knowhow. This 
ensures that decisions are made based on sound investment principles 
which ensures that higher returns are generated for investors in the 
long run.

Reduced Overhead And Exposure To Other Asset Classes: when 
investing directly, investors may incur higher cost in terms of  transaction 
charges whereas a unit trust scheme manager will able to negotiate 
lower transaction fees and also gain access to wholesale yields and 
variety of  asset classes. These options are not available to an individual 
investor.

Highly Regulated: Unit Trust Schemes are regulated by the Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) in Nigeria, before any fund 
Manager can initiate the scheme, it needs to get the approval of  the 
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SEC which will not be granted if  the fund manager does not meet all 
stipulated terms and conditions as contained in the Investment and 
Securities Act (2007). Also the Fund Manager submits to the SEC  
(and investors) periodic reports on the performance of  the Scheme 
so there is no avenue through which the fund manager can ”cheat” 
investors. Regulation gives investors comfort to the extent that they 
can go to sleep with their “eyes closed”.

TYPES OF UNIT TRUSTS

There are two types of  unit trusts as contained in the Investment and 
Securities Act (2007) namely:

Open Ended Fund according to the ISA (2007) an open ended fund is 
a Fund that on a continuous basis creates new issues and redemption 
of  units after the initial public offering. The price is based on the Net 
Asset Value (NAV) that is total asset of  the fund less liabilities as at 
date of  purchase or redemption

Close Ended Fund: for this type of  Fund, the issued units are fixed and 
normally traded on the exchange. Like Stocks, the price of  the units 
are determined by the forces of  demand and supply. A unit holder that 
wants to redeem his unit has to go through his stockbroker.

Key Parties to a Unit Trust Scheme

• Fund Manager

• Trustee

• Custodian

• Registrar 

OTHER TYPES OF TRUST I CAN SET UP

There are a number of  different types of  trusts, however, trust can be 
broadly classified into revocable and irrevocable trust.

Revocable Trusts

Revocable trusts are created during the lifetime of  the Settlor and 
can be altered, changed, modified or revoked entirely. Often called 
a living trust, these are trusts in which the Settlor transfers the title of  
a property to a trust, serves as the initial trustee, and has the ability to 
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remove the property from the trust during his or her lifetime. Revocable 
trusts are extremely helpful in avoiding probate. If  ownership of  assets 
is transferred to a revocable trust during the lifetime of  the Settlor so 
that it is owned by the trust at the time of  the Settlor’s death, the assets 
will not be subject to probate.

Irrevocable Trust

An irrevocable trust is one which cannot be altered, changed, modified 
or revoked after its creation. Once a property is transferred to an 
irrevocable trust, no one, including the Settlor, can take the property 
out of  the trust. It is possible to purchase survivorship life insurance, 
the benefits of  which can be held by an irrevocable trust. This type 
of  survivorship life insurance can be used for estate tax planning 
purposes in large estates, however, survivorship life insurance held in 
an irrevocable trust can have serious negative consequences. 

Inter Vivos or Living Trust  

Inter Vivos or Living Trust is a type of  trust established during the 
lifetime of  the Settlor. Here, Trustees manage and administer the 
Settlor’s assets or estate(s) during his lifetime and will continue to 
manage same upon his death until it is passed on to the beneficiary.

Testamentary Trust

Testamentary/Will Trust is a trust created in an individual’s will is 
called a testamentary trust. A testamentary trust is a trust that is created 
before the date of  effect, which is the death of  the person who creates 
it. It is often established through a last will and testament. Because 
a will can become effective only upon death, a testamentary trust is 
generally created at or following the date of  the settlor’s death.

For testamentary trusts, the person who creates the trust is not called a 
settlor, but a “testator.” Other types of  trust are:

Private and Public (Charitable) Trusts 

A private trust has one or more particular individuals as its beneficiary. 
In contrast, a public trust (also called a charitable trust) has some 
charitable end as its beneficiary. In order to qualify as a charitable trust, 
the trust must have as its object certain purposes such as alleviating 
poverty, providing education, carrying out some religious purpose, etc.
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Charitable trusts are usually for the benefit a particular charity or the 
public in general. Typically charitable trusts are established as part of  
an estate plan to lower or avoid imposition of  estate and gift tax. 

Blind Trust

In a blind trust, the trustees have full discretion over the assets, and 
the trust beneficiaries theoretically have no knowledge of  the holdings 
of  the trust. The trustor/settlor initiates the trust and maintains the 
ability to terminate the trust, but otherwise exercises no control over 
the actions taken within the trust and receives no reports from the 
trustees while the blind trust is in force.

Estate Planning 

In estate planning, trustees hold assets and manage same for the benefit 
of  third parties. Trustees also act as executors either alone or jointly 
with others to administer the estate of  the testator (where the deceased 
made a will) or act as Administrators of  the Estate where the deceased 
died intestate.

Real Estate Trust/ Project Finance 

In Real Estate/Construction/Project Finance, trustees also act as 
intermediaries to ensure that the terms of  the necessary agreements 
are kept while they hold title to the property on behalf  of  the all 
stakeholders to ensure that there is a seamless transfer of  the asset to 
the ultimate off-takers. Trustees also provide comfort to Financiers of  
real estate transactions.

Trusts and your needs: why you should consider expert advice?

Trust could be dynamic and tailor made and when combined with 
its complex nature and the eccentricity of  your needs, it becomes 
imperative that there’s need for expert advice when creating a trust. 
At SAMTL, we have a robust understanding of  Trust and we also 
keep track of  the ever-changing trust-related legal implications and 
obligations.
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WHAT CAN SAMTL OFFER?

SAMTL is a one stop shop for both Trusteeship and Asset/Portfolio 
Management Services market wide. We are reliable and we are focused 
on our customers.

Visit our website today: www.samtlng.com 

Tel: 01-4604748 or 01-2707352.

Email: info@sterlingassetng.com 
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• Stanbic IBTC is one of the leaders in the  
Nigerian banking sector.

• Gross earnings improved by 4.67%  to ₦222.3 
billion in FY 2018.  Profit before tax grew by 
44.12% to  ₦88.1 billion and Profit after tax 
grew by 53.86% to  ₦74.44 billion in FY 2018.

• We forecast Gross Earnings and interest 
income to grow by 17.4% and 14.21%  to ₦260 
billion and ₦135.2 respectively in FY 2019. 
PBT and PAT to grow by 55.28% and 58.16% to 
₦136.8 billion and ₦117.7 billion respectively 
in FY 2019.

Drivers for Growth
• Cost efficiency. 
• Improving risk asset quality. 
• Loan growth.
• Growing low-cost deposits. 
• Client service and improving customer 

experience. 
• Digitization.
• Pension income .

Risks to Growth
• Low-cost deposit growth. 
• Competitive asset pricing.
• Regulatory interventions.
• Tense post election environment.

(N’bn) Q1:2019F Q1:2018 Chg.(%)

Gross Earnings  65,260.58  57,389.00  13.72 

Interest Income  33,800.04  29,528.00  14.47 

Interest Expense  (10,419.29)  (10,677.00)  (2.41)

PBT  34,219.84  26,690.00  28.21 

PAT  29,433.10  23,067.00  27.60 

Total Asset  2,018,372.58 1,405,257.00  43.63 

Shareholders Fund  295,684.89  195,955.00  50.89 

MARKET DATA

Price as at Mar 29, 2019 (N)  46.00 

51 Weeks High (N) 53.25

52 Weeks Low (N) 41.00

Market Cap. (N'Bn)  473.63 

Outstanding Shares (Bn)  10.24 

30 Day Avg Volume  1,196,368.00 

Fair Value 53.70

VALUATION

EPS (N) 7.09

PE(x)  6.52 

P/BV(x)  2.01 

Dividend FY2018 (N) 1.50

Forecast Dividend FY2018 (N)  1.80 

Dividend Yield FY2018 (%) 3.91

STANBIC IBTC PLC.

Income from pension subsidiary to drive 
growth.

(N'mn) 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019F

Gross Earnings  140,027.00  156,425.00  212,434.00  222,360.00  261,042.31 

Interest Income  82,686.00  87,467.00  122,911.00  118,382.00  135,200.15 

Interest Expenses  (38,826.00)  (29,608.00)  (39,324.00)  (40,173.00)  (41,677.16)

Net interest income  43,860.00  57,859.00  83,587.00  78,209.00  96,444.78 

Operating expenses  (62,066.00)  (69,041.00)  (86,026.00)  (95,601.00)  (110,568.84)

Profit Before Tax  23,651.00  37,209.00  61,166.00  88,152.00  136,879.34 

Profit after tax  18,891.00  28,520.00  48,381.00  74,440.00  117,732.38 

Total Asset  937,564.00  1,053,523.00  1,386,416.00  1,663,661.00  2,018,372.58 

Loans and Advances  353,513.00  352,965.00  381,711.00  441,261.00  475,958.74 

Customer Deposit  493,513.00  560,969.00  753,642.00  807,692.00  956,271.89 

Shareholders' Fund  128,967.00  140,798.00  185,218.00  239,667.00  295,684.89 

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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RATIO(%) 2017 2018 2019F

RoAA 5.20 4.47 5.83

RoAE 30.00 30.90 39.82

NIM 10.40 9.20 20.26

Loan to Deposit Ratio 67.50 53.50 49.77

PAT/Gross Earnings 22.77 33.48 45.10
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• Zenith Bank plc is one of the biggest and most 
profitable bank in Nigeria with a shareholder 
base of over one million.

• Gross earnings and interest income dipped 
by 15.41%  and  7.28%  to ₦630.3billion and 
₦440billion respectively in FY 2018 as a result 
of the declining trading income, compressed 
yields on assets and a reduction in the loan 
book. Profit before tax grew by 16.24% to  
₦231.6 billion, and Profit after tax grew by 
11.3% to  ₦193.4 billion in FY 2018.

• We forecast Gross Earnings  and interest 
income to grow by 15.6% and 8%  to ₦728.9 
billion and ₦475.5 respectively in FY 2019. PBT 
and PAT to grow by 21.7% and 22.6% to ₦281.9 
billion and ₦237.2 billion respectively in FY 
2019.

Drivers for Growth
• Focus on cost efficiency.
• Focus on risk-centric approach.
• Expansion into retail market.

Risks to Growth
• Tensed post-election environment.
• Expansion into retail market may lead to loan 

quality issues.

(N'Mn) Q1:2019F Q1:2018 Chg.(%)

Gross Earnings  182,232.52  169,192.00  7.71 

Interest Income  118,889.48  142,618.00  (16.64)

Interest Expense  (39,135.57)  (46,720.00)  (16.23)

PBT  70,489.34  54,001.00  30.53 

PAT  59,318.57  47,079.00  26.00 

Total Asset 6,684,982.63 5,675,804.00  17.78 

Shareholders Fund  879,905.08  821,658.00  7.09 

MARKET DATA 

Price as at Mar 29, 2019 (N)  21.30 

52 Weeks High (N) 30.70

52 Weeks Low (N) 19.60

Market Cap. (N'Bn)  668.75 

Outstanding Shares (Bn)  31.50 

30 Day Avg Volume  26,849,630.00 

Fair Value 35.70

VALUATION

EPS (N) 5.85

PE(x)  3.64 

P/BV(x)  0.82 

Dividend FY2018 (N) 2.50

Forecast Dividend FY2019 (N)  2.65 

Dividend Yield FY2018 (%) 12.44

ZENITH BANK PLC.

Focus on cost efficiency to yield tangible 
benefits.

(N'Mn) 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018F

Gross Earnings  432,535.00  507,997.00  745,189.00  630,344.00  728,930.08 

Interest Income  348,179.00  384,557.00  474,628.00  440,052.00  475,557.93 

Interest Expense  (123,597.00)  (144,378.00)  (216,637.00)  (144,458.00)  (156,542.30)

Net interest income  224,582.00  240,179.00  257,991.00  295,594.00  328,096.70 

Operating expenses  (89,928.00)  (94,365.00)  (223,411.00)  (225,500.00)  (380,742.12)

Profit Before Tax  125,616.00  156,748.00  199,319.00  231,685.00  281,957.37 

Profit after tax  105,663.00  129,652.00  173,791.00  193,424.00  237,274.30 

Total Asset  4,006,842.00  4,739,825.00  5,595,253.00  5,955,710.00  6,684,982.63 

Loans and Advances  1,989,313.00  2,289,365.00  2,252,172.00  2,016,520.00  1,894,642.33 

Customer Deposit  2,557,884.00  2,983,621.00  3,437,915.00  3,690,295.00  4,106,695.73 

Shareholders' Fund  594,353.00  704,465.00  812,116.00  815,751.00  879,905.08 

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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RATIO(%) 2017 2018 2019F

RoAA 3.11 3.25 3.55

RoAE 22.90 23.80 26.97

NIM 8.94 8.90 17.32

Loan to Deposit Ratio 54.50 44.20 46.14

PAT/Gross Earnings 23.32 30.69 32.55
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• United Bank for Africa (UBA)Plc. is a 
leading pan-African financial services group 
headquartred in Nigeria with operations in 20 
African countries and 3 global financial centers.

• Gross earnings improved by 7.03%  to ₦494 
billion in FY 2018, despite regulation and 
market conditions which undermined the non-
interest income line. interest income grew by 
11.44% to ₦362.9 billion on FY 2018. This was 
driven by  strong interest income on treasuries 
and treasury led strategy adopted. Profit 
before tax grew by 2.44% to ₦106.8 billion, 
and Profit after tax grew by 1.37% to  ₦78.6 
billion in FY 2018.

• We forecast Gross Earnings and interest 
income to grow by 2.4% and 9.24%  to ₦445.1 
billion and ₦335.3 respectively in FY 2019. 
PBT and PAT to grow by 14.38% and 18.45% to 
₦246.5 billion and ₦218.7 billion respectively 
in FY 2019.

Drivers for Growth
• Full scale exposure to key sectors of the African 

economy.
• Well diversified asset book.
• Focus on retail mobilisation.
• Enhanced customer service.

Risks to Growth
• Lower foreign exchange income.
• Tense post election environment.

(N'Mn) Q1:2019F Q1:2018 Chg.(%)

Gross Earnings  140,384.63  119,366.00  17.61 

Interest Income  106,523.03  90,333.00  17.92 

Interest Expense  (49,689.64)  (36,780.00)  35.10 

PBT  29,016.72  26,555.00  9.27 

PAT  20,504.41  23,736.00  (13.61)

Total Asset  5,741,115.00 4,295,187.00  33.66 

Shareholders Fund  535,328.89  537,619.00  (0.43)

MARKET DATA            

Price as at Mar 29, 2019 (N)  7.70 

52 Weeks High (N) 11.95

52 Weeks Low (N) 6.55

Market Cap. (N'Bn)  258.21 

Outstanding Shares (Bn)  34.20 

30 Day Avg Volume  19,754,270.00 

Fair Value  10.00 

VALUATION

EPS 2.20

PE(x)  3.43 

P/BV(x)  0.53 

Dividend FY2018 (N) 0.65

Forecast Dividend FY2019 (N)  0.89 

Dividend Yield FY2018(%) 11.56

UBA PLC.
Positive Earnings, Significant Asset Growth 
Driven by Market Share

(N'Mn) 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019F

Gross Earnings  314,830.00  383,647.00  461,557.00  494,010.00  561,538.53 

Interest Income  233,969.00  263,970.00  325,657.00  362,922.00  426,092.14 

Interest Expenses  (96,030.00)  (98,770.00)  (118,025.00)  (157,276.00)  (198,758.57)

Net interest income  137,939.00  165,200.00  207,632.00  205,646.00  231,072.82 

Operating expenses  (136,640.00)  (152,501.00)  (188,610.00)  (197,342.00)  (225,273.33)

Profit Before Tax  68,454.00  90,642.00  104,222.00  106,766.00  116,066.90 

Profit after tax  59,654.00  72,264.00  77,548.00  78,607.00  82,017.63 

Total Asset  2,752,622.00  3,504,470.00  4,069,474.00  4,869,738.00  5,741,115.00 

Loans and Advances  1,036,637.00  1,528,084.00  1,650,000.00  1,715,285.00  1,817,644.84 

Customer Deposit  2,081,704.00  2,594,690.00  2,733,348.00  3,349,120.00  3,815,853.98 

Shareholders' Fund  332,621.00  448,069.00  527,779.00  502,608.00  535,328.89 

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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RATIO(%) 2017 2018 2019F

RoAA 1.91 1.61 1.43

RoAE 14.69 15.64 15.32

NIM 12.58 11.99 12.71

Loan to Deposit Ratio 60.37 51.22 47.63

PAT/Gross Earnings 16.80 15.91 14.61
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• Guaranty Trust Bank plc is a foremost Financial 
Institution with business outlays spanning 
Anglophone and Francophone West Africa, East 
Africa and Europe

• Gross earnings improved by 3.69%  to ₦434.6 
billion mainly as a result of growth in Non-
interest income which compensated for the 
slight drop in interest income by 6.2% in FY 
2018.  Profit before tax grew by 9.06% to  
₦215.6 billion, and Profit after tax grew by 
9.96% to  ₦184.6 billion in FY 2018.

• We forecast Gross Earnings  and interest 
income to grow by 2.4% and 9.24%  to ₦445.1 
billion and ₦335.3 respectively in FY 2019. 
PBT and PAT to grow by 14.38% and 18.45% to 
₦246.5 billion and ₦218.7 billion respectively 
in FY 2019.

Drivers for Growth
• Effective delivery of financial services. 
• Focus on customer relationship.
• Focus on expansion into retail market .
• Focus on digital-first strategy.

Risks to Growth
• Expansion into retail market may lead to loan 

quality issues.
• Tensed post-election environment.

(N'Mn) Q1:2019F Q1:2018 Chg.(%)

Gross Earnings  111,284.42  108,067.00  2.98 

Interest Income  83,830.87  80,772.96  3.79 

Interest Expense  (23,776.11)  (21,084.16)  12.77 

PBT  61,648.78  52,624.29  17.15 

PAT  54,676.13  44,670.01  22.40 

Total Asset 3,379,861.81 3,506,803.84  (3.62)

Shareholders Fund  620,462.35  535,122.50  15.95 

MARKET DATA 

Price as at Mar 29 2019 (N)  36.05 

52 Weeks High (N) 45.65

52 Weeks Low (N) 30.90

Market Cap. (N'Bn)  1.06 

Outstanding Shares (Bn)  29.43 

30 Day Avg Volume  16,699,540.00 

Fair Value -

VALUATION

EPS (N) 6.54

PE(x)  5.50 

P/BV(x)  1.88 

Dividend FY2018 (N) 2.45

Forecast Dividend FY2019 (N)  3.00 

Dividend Yield FY2018 (%) 8.32%

GTBANK PLC.
Focus on customer relationships and digital-
first strategy to improve growth across key 
financial indices

(N'Mn) 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019F

Gross Earnings  301,851.00  414,616.00  419,226.00  434,699.00  445,137.69 

Interest Income  229,237.00  262,494.01  327,333.00  306,963.00  335,323.48 

Interest Expenses  (69,290.00)  (67,093.92)  (80,670.00)  (84,530.00)  (95,104.44)

Net interest income  159,947.00  195,400.18  246,663.00  222,433.00  240,685.48 

Operating expenses  (54,937.15)  (67,560.58)  (123,300.00)  (127,128.00)  (181,543.55)

Profit Before Tax  120,695.00  165,136.00  197,685.00  215,587.00  246,595.14 

Profit after tax  99,437.00  132,281.00  167,913.00  184,640.00  218,704.51 

Total Asset  2,524,594.00  3,116,393.00  3,351,097.00  3,287,343.00  3,379,861.81 

Loans and Advances  1,371,926.00  1,589,430.00  1,449,283.00  1,261,965.00  1,124,774.82 

Customer Deposit  1,610,350.00  1,986,246.00  2,062,000.00  2,273,903.00  2,434,105.20 

Shareholders' Fund  413,562.00  504,903.00  619,401.00  575,567.00  620,462.35 

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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RATIO(%) 2017 2018 2019F

RoAA 5.20 5.62 6.47

RoAE 30.00 30.90 35.25

NIM 10.40 9.20 21.40

Loan to Deposit Ratio 67.50 53.50 46.21

PAT/Gross Earnings 40.05 42.48 49.13
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• Fidelity Bank is today ranked amongst the 
top 10 in the Nigerian banking industry, with 
presence in the major cities and commercial 
centres of Nigeria.

• Gross earnings increased by 4.79%  to ₦188.9 
billion in FY 2018  driven by growth in both 
fund and fee-based income.  Profit before tax 
grew by 30.38% to  ₦25.1 billion and Profit 
after tax grew by 29% to  ₦22.9 billion in FY 
2018.

• We forecast Gross Earnings and interest 
income to grow by 8.95% and 8.53%  to 
₦205.7 billion and ₦166.8 respectively in FY 
2019. PBT and PAT to grow by 27.7% and 27% 
to ₦32 billion and ₦29.1 billion respectively in 
FY 2019.

Drivers for Growth
• Focus on cross-selling of digital products.
• Disciplined execution of retail banking strategy.
• Focus on digital transformation initiatives.

Risks to Growth
• Regulatory interventions.
• Competitive environment. (N'Mn) Q1:2019F Q1:2018 Chg.(%)

Gross Earnings  51,443.49  43,328.00  18.73 

Interest Income  41,698.92  38,466.00  8.40 

Interest Expense  (23,624.14)  (21,499.00)  9.88 

PBT  8,010.83  4,982.00  60.80 

PAT  7,289.97  4,627.00  57.55 

Total Asset  1,928,206.19 1,479,665.00  30.31 

Shareholders Fund  198,425.15  179,662.00  10.44 

MARKET DATA            

Price as at Mar 29, 2019 (N)  2.00 

52 Weeks High (N) 2.9

52 Weeks Low (N) 1.51

Market Cap. (N'Bn)  57.66 

Outstanding Shares (Bn)  28.97 

30 Day Avg Volume  8,703,373.00 

Fair Value  - 

VALUATION

EPS 0.79

PE(x)  2.51 

P/BV(x)  0.30 

Dividend FY2018 (N) 0.11

Forecast Dividend FY2019 (N)  0.14 

Dividend Yield FY2018(%) 5.50

FIDELITY BANK PLC.
Focus on chosen business segments to 
continue to drive market share.

(N'Mn) 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019F

Gross Earnings  146,891.00  152,021.00  180,244.00  188,873.00  205,773.97 

Interest Income  121,158.00  123,153.00  147,419.00  153,682.00  166,795.68 

Interest Expenses  (60,294.00)  (61,225.00)  (79,278.00)  (84,095.00)  (94,496.57)

Net interest income  60,864.00  61,928.00  68,141.00  69,587.00  72,811.86 

Operating expenses  (32,997.00)  (35,662.00)  (66,764.00)  (72,128.00)  (96,969.86)

Profit Before Tax  14,024.00  11,061.00  19,213.00  25,089.00  32,043.32 

Profit after tax  13,904.00  9,734.00  17,768.00  22,926.00  29,159.87 

Total Asset  1,231,722.00  1,298,141.00  1,379,214.00  1,719,883.00  1,928,206.19 

Loans and Advances  578,203.00  718,401.00  768,737.00  849,880.00  968,322.76 

Customer Deposit  769,636.00  792,971.00  775,276.00  979,413.00  1,067,989.00 

Shareholders' Fund  183,516.00  185,402.00  201,361.00  194,416.00  198,425.15 

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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RATIO(%) 2017 2018 2019F

RoAA 1.29 1.33 1.51

RoAE 8.82 11.79 14.70

NIM 8.86 8.19 7.52

Loan to Deposit Ratio 99.16 86.77 90.67

PAT/Gross Earnings 9.86 12.14 14.17
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• Sterling Bank is a full service commercial 
bank with a recognition of its excellent risk 
management practices.

• Sterling Bank Plc reported a 21.52% growth in 
Gross earnings to N114.6 billion.

• Profit Before Tax and Profit After Tax grew by 
30.2% and 39.73% to N8.5 billion and N8.2 
billion respectively.

• Interest income from loans & advances and 
investment securities were the major sources 
of earnings.

• We project Gross Earnings to rise by 14.46% to 
N152.8bn, PBT and PAT by 31.72% and 28.39% 
to N11.34bn and N10.94 respectively.

Drivers for Growth
• Effective delivery of financial services. 
• Focus on customer relationship through mobile 

banking.
• Focus on expansion into retail  and consumer 

market. 
• Focus on digital lending strategy.

Risks to Growth
• Uncertainty in the oil market.
• Tensed post-election environment.

(N'Mn) Q1:2019F Q1:2018 Chg.(%)

Gross Earnings  41,970.77  39,800.00  5.45 

Interest Income  35,286.59  31,804.00  10.95 

Interest Expense  (19,773.13)  (17,470.50)  13.18 

PBT  2,615.65  3,175.00  (17.62)

PAT  2,521.74  3,100.00  (18.65)

Total Asset  1,155,000.00 1,050,000.00  10.00 

MARKET DATA            

Price as at Apr 12 , 2018  2.60 

52 Weeks High (N) 2.69

52 Weeks Low (N) 1.20

Market Cap. (N'Bn)  74.86 

Outstanding Shares (Bn)  28.79 

30 Day Avg Volume  24,863,210.00 

Fair Value  2.00 

VALUATION

EPS 0.32

PE(x)  8.02 

P/BV(x)  0.71 

Dividend FY2018 (N) -

Forecast Dividend FY2019 (N)  - 

Dividend Yield FY2018(%) -

STERLING BANK PLC.
Sustained growth in non-interest revenue to 
continue contributing to earnings momentum.

(N'Mn) 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019F

Gross Earnings  110,193.84 111,439.83  133,490.00  152,200.00  167,883.08 

Interest Income  80,908.71 99,103.75  110,318.00  125,163.00  141,146.38 

Interest Expenses  (41,367.02)  (43,114.61)  (60,137.00)  (69,882.00)  (79,092.52)

Net interest income  39,541.68 55,989.14  50,180.00  55,281.00  55,816.81 

Operating expenses  (49,659.17)  (50,611.38)  (52,479.00)  (66,950.00)  (72,184.27)

Profit Before Tax  11,016.30 5,999.88  8,606.00  9,489.00  10,462.60 

Profit after tax  10,292.58 5,162.37  8,521.00  9,218.00  10,086.96 

Total Asset  799,451.42 834,189.95  1,072,201.00  1,102,921.00  1,223,696.65 

Loans and Advances  338,726.27 468,249.87  598,073.00  621,017.00  715,784.68 

Customer Deposit  590,889.22  608,502.46  695,882.00  760,608.00  792,409.26 

Shareholders' Fund  10,292.58 85,660.02  102,937.00  97,800.00  92,919.36 

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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RATIO(%) 2017 2018 2019F

RoAA 8.28 9.43 10.86

RoAE 0.79 0.84 86.09

NIM 8.39 8.90 6.35

Loan to Deposit Ratio 85.94 81.65 364.98

PAT/Gross Earnings 6.38 6.06 91.48
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• Dangote Cement  Africa’s largest cement 
producer,with operations in 10 African 
countries

• Revenue increased by 11.9% to ₦901.2 billion 
in FY 2018 as a result of strong increase 
in home market, despite heavy rains and 
uncertainties about the election. Profit before 
tax grew by 3.9% to  ₦300.8 billion and Profit 
after tax grew by 91.1% to  ₦390.3 billion in FY 
2018.

• We forecast Revenue to grow by 10.7% to 
₦997.7 billion in FY 2019.  PBT and PAT to 
grow by 15% and 10.8% to ₦345.9 billion and 
₦432.7 billion respectively in FY 2019.

Drivers for Growth
• Increased fiscal spending.
• Increased demand for cement in private 

sector.
• Tax relief.
• New minimum wage may lead to growth in 

demand.

Risks to Growth
• Competitors pricing.
• Weak consumer wallet.
• New minimum wage may result in inflationary 

pressure.

(N'Mn) Q1:2019F Q1:2018 Chg.(%)

Revenue  249,432.13  242,116.00  3.02 

Cost of Sales  (104,260.45)  (97,352.00)  7.10 

Gross Profit  159,670.17  144,764.00  10.30 

PBT  86,485.28  108,403.00  (20.22)

PAT  108,197.71  72,123.00  50.02 

Total Asset  1,784,783.38  1,718,977.00  3.83 

Total Equity 1,106,308.43  864,233.00  28.01 

MARKET DATA 

Price as at Mar 29, 2018 (N)  191.00 

52 Weeks High (N) 260

52 Weeks Low (N)  170.00 

Market Cap. (N'Tn)  3.28 

Outstanding Shares (Bn)  17.04 

30 Day Avg Volume  1,057,709.00 

Fair Value -

VALUATION

EPS (N)  22.82

PE(x)  8.46 

P/BV(x)  12.45 

Dividend FY2018 (N)  16.00 

Forecast Dividend FY2019 (N)  11.41 

Dividend Yield FY2018 (%) 6.02

DANGOTE CEMENT PLC.

 Tax Credit to continue to boosts earnings . 

Financial Summary (N'Mn) 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019F

Revenue  491,725.00  615,103.00  805,582.00  901,213.00  997,728.53 

Cost of Sales  (201,808.00)  (323,816.00)  (351,290.00)  (383,311.00)  (417,041.81)

Gross Profit  289,917.00  291,287.00  454,292.00  517,902.00  638,680.68 

Operating Expenses  (86,046.00)  (119,336.00)  (155,297.00)  (189,426.00)  (238,781.74)

Operating Profit  207,822.00  182,493.00  304,208.00  338,698.00  470,846.69 

Finance income  1,699.00  2,662.00  9,136.00  11,323.00  14,365.82 

Finance cost  (34,130.00)  (45,381.00)  (52,101.00)  (49,778.00)  (52,353.84)

Profit Before Tax  188,294.00  180,929.00  289,590.00  300,806.00  345,941.10 

Profit After Tax  181,323.00  142,858.00  204,248.00  390,325.00  432,790.83 

Total Assets  1,110,943.00  1,529,104.00  1,665,883.00  1,694,463.00  1,784,783.38 

Total Equity  644,720.00  797,345.00  781,360.00  986,613.00  1,106,308.43 

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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RATIO(%) 2017 2018 2019F

RoAA 12.26 23.04 24.25

RoAE 26.14 39.56 39.12

Net Sales Margin 25.35 43.31 43.38

Gross Profit Margin 56.39 57.47 64.01

Asset Turnover 48.36 53.19 55.90
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• Julius Berger is a leading construction 
company offering integrated solutions and 
related services. 

• Revenue increased by 37% to ₦194.6 billion 
in FY 2018. Profit before tax grew by 172.7% 
to  ₦10.1 billion and Profit after tax grew by 
16.1% to  ₦390.3 billion in FY 2018.

• We forecast Revenue to grow by 19.6% to 
₦232.8 billion in FY 2019.  PBT and PAT to 
grow by 57.5% and 45.7% to ₦16 billion and 
₦8.8 billion respectively in FY 2019.

Drivers for Growth
• Capital release from 2019 budget passage.
• Healthy contract portfolio.
• Election spending. 

Risks to Growth
• Tense post election environment.

(N'bn) Q1:2019F Q1:2018 Chg.(%)

Revenue  58,201.54  35,324.22  64.76 

Cost of Sales  (46,572.11)  (28,222.08)  65.02 

Gross Profit  15,679.28 7102.13  120.77 

PBT  4,017.26  2,210.48  81.74 

PAT  2,223.28  1,491.44  49.07 

Total Asset  304,279.07  164,648.10  84.81 

Total Equity  41,892.77  29,746.07  40.83 

MARKET DATA

Price as at Mar 29, 2019 (N)  27.50 

52 Weeks High (N)  30.00 

52 Weeks Low (N)  20.05 

Market Cap. (N'Bn)  36.30 

Outstanding Shares (Bn)  1.32 

30 Day Avg Volume  264,834.00 

Fair Value -

VALUATION

EPS (N) 6.34  

PE(x)  4.33 

P/BV(x)  1.13 

Dividend FY2018 (N)  2.00 

Forecast Dividend FY2019 (N)  2.92 

Dividend Yield FY2018 (%) 7.42

JULIUS BERGER NIGERIA PLC.
Fiscal spending will continue to drive growth.

(N'Mn) 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019F

Revenue  133,807.57  138,993.75  141,890.49  194,617.71  232,806.16 

Cost of Sales  (100,473.11)  (84,767.29)  (97,591.98)  (142,609.19)  (186,288.44)

Gross Profit  33,334.46  54,226.46  44,298.50  52,008.51  62,717.10 

Operating Expenses  (31,614.02)  (37,434.21)  (35,611.95)  (34,339.96)  (32,890.86)

Operating Profit  11,813.59  16,792.25  8,686.56  12,087.95  11,537.13 

Finance income  6,148.77  5,784.25  6,900.05  2,764.49  2,202.68 

Profit Before Tax  6,499.97  (1,498.03)  3,739.14  10,197.66  16,069.04 

Profit After Tax  2,440.14  (3,816.79)  2,572.04  6,101.81  8,893.11 

Total Assets  245,086.27  259,178.93  275,393.79  288,429.99  304,279.07 

Total Equity  24,291.96  25,316.32  30,095.93  35,417.88  41,892.77 

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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RATIO(%) 2017 2018 2019F

RoAA 0.93 2.12 2.92

RoAE 8.55 17.23 21.23

Net Sales Margin 1.81 3.14 3.82

Gross Profit Margin 31.22 26.72 26.94

Asset Turnover 51.52 67.47 76.51
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• Nigerian Breweries Plc (Nigerian Breweries) is 
a subsidiary of the internationally established 
Heineken N.V. of the Netherlands, with 54.10% 
stake.

• Revenue declined by 6%  to ₦324.3 billion  in 
FY 2018. Profit before tax declined by 37% to  
₦28.3 billion and Profit after tax declined by 
41% to  ₦19.4 billion in FY 2018.

• We forecast Revenue to grow by 2% to ₦330.8 
billion in FY 2019. However, PBT and PAT to 
decline by 18% and 21% to ₦23.9 billion and 
₦15.4 billion respectively in FY 2019.

Drivers for Growth
• Innovative products.
• Expansion and competitive pricing. 

Risks to Growth
• Increased excise duty rates.
• Tense post election environment.
• Intensified competition.

(N’Bn) Q1:2019F Q1:2018 Chg.(%)

Revenue  82,706.35  82,966.00  (0.31)

Cost of Sales  (52,095.21) (44,948.00)  15.90 

Gross Profit  30,825.81  38,018.00  (18.92)

PBT  5,985.32  15,249.00  (60.75)

PAT  3,851.67  10,204.00  (62.25)

Total Asset  399,296.91  396,452.00  0.72 

Total Equity  167,683.46  188,674.00  (11.13)

MARKET DATA

Price as at Mar 29, 2019 (N)  66.75 

52 Weeks High (N)  130.00 

52 Weeks Low (N)  56.70 

Market Cap. (N'Bn)  455.02 

Outstanding Shares (Bn)  8.00 

30 Day Avg Volume  2,789,016.00 

Fair Value -

VALUATION

EPS (N) 2.46

PE(x)  23.11 

P/BV(x)  2.72 

Dividend FY2018 (N)  1.83 

Forecast Dividend FY2019 (N)  1.45 

Dividend Yield FY2018 (%) 4.27

NIGERIAN BREWERIES PLC.

Rising competition to impact revenue and 
profitability.

(N'Mn) 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019F

Revenue  293,905.79  313,743.15  344,563.00  324,389.00  330,825.40 

Cost of Sales  (149,736.07)  (178,218.53)  (201,013.35)  (197,484.69)  (208,380.85)

Gross Profit  144,169.72  135,524.62  143,549.16  126,903.80  123,303.23 

Operating Expenses  (62,269.36)  (83,237.12)  (88,646.68)  (90,837.62)  (94,911.92)

Operating Profit  120,654.68  52,908.41  57,126.31  36,957.00  31,906.01 

Finance income  506.61  416.50  172.07  361.92  455.37 

Finance cost  (8,217.79)  (13,645.15)  (10,663.07)  (7,529.59)  (5,600.48)

Profit Before Tax  112,940.50  46,572.31  46,630.05  29,360.00  23,941.27 

Profit After Tax  96,481.65  33,009.29  33,048.56  19,401.00  15,406.67 

Total Assets  356,218.68  367,156.47  382,228.09  388,262.87  399,296.91 

Total Equity  172,239.36  165,923.77  178,298.42  166,828.45  167,683.46 

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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RATIO(%) 2017 2018 2019F

RoAA 8.65 5.00 3.86

RoAE 18.54 11.63 9.19

Net Sales Margin 9.59 5.98 4.66

Gross Profit Margin 41.66 39.12 37.27

Asset Turnover 90.15 83.55 82.85
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• Nestle Nigeria Plc. remains a market leader 
in the Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) 
sector in Nigeria.

• Revenue grew by 6%  to ₦266.2 billion  in 
FY 2018. Profit before tax grew by 27.59% 
to  ₦59.7 billion and Profit after tax grew by 
27.53% to  ₦43 billion in FY 2018.

• We forecast Revenue to further grow by 
21.64% to ₦323.8 billion in FY 2019. PBT and 
PAT to also grow by 18.4% and 18.3% to ₦70.7 
billion and ₦50.9 billion respectively in FY 
2019.

Drivers for Growth
• Top line growth
• Focus on nutrition awareness.
• Expansion of routes to market.
• New minimum wage may lead to increase in 

demand.

Risks to Growth
• Weak consumer spending.
• Increase in imported brands encouraged by 

increased FX availability.
• High competition in food industry.

(N’Bn) Q1:2019F Q1:2018 Chg.(%)

Revenue  80,972.79  67,464.00  20.02 

Cost of Sales  (45,851.71)  (41,706.00)  9.94 

Gross Profit  35,150.96  25,758.00  36.47 

PBT  17,685.71  13,640.00  29.66 

PAT  12,725.39  8,606.00  47.87 

Total Asset  160,017.21  166,894.00  (4.12)

Total Equity  64,594.57  56,960.00  13.40 

Shareholders Fund  56,263.29  45,997.47 22.32

MARKET DATA 

Price as at Mar 29, 2019 (N)  1,580.00 

52 Weeks High (N)  1,340.00 

52 Weeks Low (N)  1,645.00 

Market Cap. (N'Trn)  1.10 

Outstanding Shares (Mn)  792.66 

30 Day Avg Volume  170,780.00 

Fair Value -

VALUATION

EPS (N) 54.26

PE(x)  28.73 

P/BV(x)  24.92 

Dividend FY2018 (N)  38.50 

Forecast Dividend FY2019 (N)  45.57 

Dividend Yield FY2018 (%) 4.18

NESTLE NIGERIA PLC.
Impressive earnings driven by top-line growth 
and lower finance cost.

(N'Mn) 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019F

Revenue  151,271.53  181,910.98  244,151.41  266,274.62  323,891.18 

Cost of Sales  (83,925.96)  (106,583.39)  (143,280.26)  (152,354.44)  (183,406.84)

Gross Profit  67,345.57  75,327.59  100,871.15  113,920.17  140,603.86 

Operating Expenses  (33,598.33)  (37,114.26)  (45,172.78)  (53,279.44)  (63,844.39)

Operating Profit  33,747.24  38,213.34  55,698.37  60,640.73  77,204.68 

Finance income  443.81  4,199.31  6,239.37  1,716.88  1,511.69 

Finance cost  (4,868.57)  (20,864.24)  (15,109.06)  (2,606.77)  (1,168.73)

Profit Before Tax  29,322.48  21,548.41  46,828.68  59,750.84  70,742.82 

Profit After Tax  23,736.78  7,924.97  33,723.73  43,008.02  50,901.55 

Total Assets  119,215.05  169,585.93  146,804.12  162,334.42  160,017.21 

Total Equity  38,007.07  30,878.08  44,878.17  50,220.48  64,594.57 

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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RATIO(%) 2017 2018 2019F

RoAA 3.72 6.94 9.00

RoAE 11.08 19.58 26.11

Net Sales Margin 13.21 19.80 22.02

Gross Profit Margin 45.37 46.32 44.29

Asset Turnover 28.12 35.06 40.89
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• Guinness Nigeria Plc is the nation’s leading 
alcoholic beverage manufacturer and a 
subsidiary of Diageo Plc, with a great track 
record of growth and strong performance

• Revenue increased by 13.5% to ₦142.9 billion 
in FY 2018. Profit before tax grew by 273.5% 
to  ₦9.9 billion and Profit after tax grew by 
249% to  ₦6.7 billion in FY 2018.

• We forecast Revenue to grow by 7.9% to 
₦153.9 billion in FY 2019.  However, PBT and 
PAT to decline by 20.5% and 24% to ₦7.89 
billion and ₦5.1 billion respectively in FY 2019.

Drivers for Growth
• Right issue.
• Dropping Inflation rate.
• Spirit, affordable larger and non alcoholic 

sales. 

Risks to Growth
• Increased competition.
• Increase in Excise duty.
• Weak consumer wallet.

(N'Mn) Q3:2019F Q3:2018 Chg.(%)

Revenue  115,483.24  105,483.92  9.48 

Cost of Sales  (81,770.98)  69,898.52  (216.99)

Gross Profit  35,383.37  35,585.40  (0.57)

PBT  5,924.98  7,891.53  (24.92)

PAT  3,827.50  5,088.50  (24.78)

Total Asset  165,314.67  158,477.71  4.31 

Total Equity  98,664.90  85,895.68  14.87 

MARKET DATA 

Price as at Mar 29, 2019 (N)  62.45 

52 Weeks High (N)  104.00 

52 Weeks Low (N)  61.00 

Market Cap. (N'Bn)  136.78 

Outstanding Shares (Bn)  2.19 

30 Day Avg Volume  78,968.00 

Fair Value -

VALUATION

EPS (N) 3.57

PE(x)  17.51 

P/BV(x)  1.58 

Dividend FY2018 (N)  1.84 

Forecast Dividend FY2019 (N)  0.52 

Dividend Yield FY2019 (%) 2.56

GUINNESS NIGERIA PLC.
Intense competition to impact profitability.

(N'Mn) 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019F

Revenue  118,495.88  101,973.03  125,919.82  142,975.79  153,977.65 

Cost of Sales  (62,604.36)  (60,162.62)  (77,604.51)  (94,350.38)  (109,027.98)

Gross Profit  55,891.52  41,810.41  48,513.30  48,625.40  47,177.83 

Operating Expenses  (40,946.73)  (37,895.31)  (38,976.31)  (35,907.51)  (34,414.59)

Operating Profit  15,667.38  4,415.62  10,186.33  13,386.24  17,414.87 

Finance income  705.44  1,185.14  2,253.39  2,201.47  3,345.01 

Finance cost  (5,577.72)  (7,948.01)  (9,777.63)  (5,644.56)  (6,081.92)

Profit Before Tax  10,795.10  (2,347.24)  2,662.08  9,943.16  7,899.98 

Profit After Tax  7,794.89  (2,015.89)  1,923.72  6,717.60  5,103.34 

Total Assets  122,246.63  136,992.44  146,038.22  153,254.96  165,314.67 

Total Equity  134,836.23  41,660.61  42,943.02  87,588.17  98,664.90 

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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RATIO(%) 2017 2018 2019F

RoAA 1.32 4.38 3.09

RoAE 4.48 7.67 5.17

Net Sales Margin 1.53 4.70 3.31

Gross Profit Margin 38.53 34.01 30.64

Asset Turnover 86.22 93.29 93.14
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• Transnational Corporation of Nigeria 
Plc (Transcorp) is a leading diversified 
conglomerate with core interests in the 
hospitality and energy sectors.

• Revenue increased by 29.7% to ₦104.1 billion 
in FY 2018. Profit before tax grew by 82% to  
₦22.4 billion and Profit after tax grew by 92% 
to  ₦20.6 billion in FY 2018.

• We forecast Revenue to grow by 32.4% to 
₦137.9 billion in FY 2019.  PBT and PAT to 
grow by 41% and 47.2% to ₦31.5 billion and 
₦33.3 billion respectively in FY 2019.

Drivers for Growth
• Maintained gas supply.
•  CBN sustaining FX environment .

Risks to Growth
• Violence in oil producing region. 
• Tense post election environment.

(N’Bn) Q1:2019F Q1:2018 Chg.(%)

Revenue  34,483.77  26,302.39  31.11 

Cost of Sales  (19,385.41)  (14,323.03)  35.34 

Gross Profit  15,273.11  11,979.35  27.50 

PBT  7,898.10  5,935.09  33.07 

PAT  7,592.10  5,410.77  40.31 

Total Asset  337,333.31  295,699.22  14.08 

Total Equity  116,303.11  101,842.31  14.20 

MARKET DATA

Price as at Mar 29, 2019 (N)  1.21 

52 Weeks High (N)  1.93 

52 Weeks Low (N)  1.05 

Market Cap. (N'Bn)  48.37 

Outstanding Shares (Bn)  40.65 

30 Day Avg Volume  11,029,240.00 

Fair Value -

VALUATION

EPS (N) 0.31  

PE(x)  3.88 

P/BV(x)  0.71 

Dividend FY2018 (N)  0.03 

Forecast Dividend FY2019 (N)  0.04 

Dividend Yield FY2018 (%) 2.52

TRANSCORP PLC.

Power generation to drive revenue growth. 

(N'Mn) 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019F

Revenue  40,753.50  59,424.61  80,284.95  104,162.78  137,935.08 

Cost of Sales  (16,423.11)  (29,258.81)  (43,860.65)  (55,910.36)  (77,541.66)

Gross Profit  24,330.39  30,165.80  36,424.30  48,252.42  61,092.43 

Operating Expenses  (9,613.61)  10,376.80  11,751.94  14,600.29  17,337.07 

Other Income  504.46  475.65  498.25  499.46  511.93 

Profit Before Tax  3,319.52  (5,928.34)  12,305.54  22,402.08  31,592.39 

Profit After Tax  2,031.55  (1,126.99)  10,607.27  20,626.66  30,368.40 

Total Assets  202,883.94  232,160.73  285,522.30  297,139.79  337,333.31 

Total Equity  87,505.23  86,448.59  95,707.79  105,352.70  116,303.11 

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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RATIO(%) 2017 2018 2019F

RoAA 3.72 6.94 9.00

RoAE 11.08 19.58 26.11

Net Sales xMargin 13.21 19.80 22.02

Gross Profit Margin 45.37 46.32 44.29

Asset Turnover 28.12 35.06 40.89
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• Flour Mills is one of Nigeria’s leading food and 
agro-allied companies

• Revenue grew by 3.47%  to ₦547.67 billion  
in FY 2018. Profit before tax grew by 57.95% 
to  ₦16.54 billion and Profit after tax grew by 
54.09% to ₦13.6 billion in FY 2018.

• We forecast Revenue to grow by 7.21% to 
₦581.8 billion in FY 2019. PBT and PAT to also 
grow by 53.3% and 62.1% to ₦25.3 billion and 
₦20 billion respectively in FY 2019.

Drivers for Growth
• Focus on driving volume growth
• Focus on improving operational efficiency
• Strategic marketing and promotional activities

Risks to Growth
• Importation Ban/ Increase in Tariff.
• Raw materials unavailability.
• Logistic upheavals (Poses by traffic challenges 

in Apapa).
• Price competition.
• Tense post election environment. (N’Mn) Q3: 2018 Q3:2017 Chg.(%)

Revenue  145,454.78  133,028.91  9.34 

Cost of Sales  (127,400.72) (115,768.00)  10.05 

Gross Profit  18,011.48  17,260.90  4.35 

PBT  6,341.33  5,213.38  21.64 

PAT  5,518.65  3,649.36  51.22 

Total Asset  378,174.52  414,875.00  (8.85)

Shareholders Fund  193,119.50  154,251.00  25.20 

MARKET DATA

Price as at Mar 29, 2019 (N)  18.00 

52 Weeks High (N)  38.00 

52 Weeks Low (N)  15.25 

Market Cap. (N'Bn)  71.96 

Outstanding Shares (Bn)  4.10 

30 Day Ave. Volume  814,848.00 

Fair Value -

VALUATION

EPS (N)  2.16 

PE(x)  8.25 

P/BV(x)  0.80 

Dividend FY2018 (N)  1.00 

Forecast Dividend FY2019 (N)  0.76 

Dividend Yield FY2018(%) 3.31

FLOUR MILL  PLC
Stronger sales volume to support turnover 
growth.

(N'Mn) 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019F

Revenue  308,756.53  342,586.46  524,464.44  542,670.40  581,819.11 

Cost of Sales  (273,389.57)  (304,961.74)  (457,775.38)  (473,895.35)  (509,602.86)

Gross Profit  35,366.96  37,624.72  66,689.06  68,775.05  72,045.90 

Operating Expenses  (24,466.14)  (20,852.06)  (23,760.95)  (26,295.44)  (25,755.71)

Operating Profit  10,215.77  9,052.14  41,439.89  48,422.92  49,744.98 

Finance income  2,303.59  1,103.48  1,562.30  816.31  408.78 

Finance cost  18,703.53  22,397.76  32,529.35  32,697.47  36,011.09 

Profit Before Tax  7,724.77  11,489.28  10,472.84  16,541.76  25,365.31 

Profit After Tax  8,474.34  14,420.28  8,836.45  13,615.77  22,074.60 

Total Assets  343,260.83  345,348.33  482,603.25  408,347.91  378,174.52 

Shareholders Fund  87,410.40  95,765.77  102,544.34  150,616.70  193,119.50 

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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RATIO(%) 2017 2018 2019F

RoAA 1.83 3.33 5.84

RoAE 8.62 9.04 11.43

Net Sales Margin 1.68 2.51 3.79

Gross Profit Margin 12.72 12.67 12.38

Asset Turnover 108.67 132.89 153.85
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3.   Submit all mandates (purchase or sales on the portal)

4.   Ability to modify mandates on the portal

5.   Cancellation of mandates on the NSE through the portal
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